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Requirement
● Page 16 states:

The Department wishes to ensure that individuals, employers, educators and training providers have 
access to the most complete, current and beneficial information about providers, programs credentials 
and competencies supported with these public, federal funds. To this end, the Department requires that 
information about all credentials (including but not limited to diplomas, badges, certificates, certifications, 
apprenticeships, licenses, and degrees of all levels and types) and competencies (knowledge, skills and 
abilities) developed or delivered through the use of these public federal funds be made publicly 
accessible through the use of linked open data formats that support full transparency and 
interoperability, such as through the use of credential transparency description language specifications. 
ETA will provide specific guidance and technical assistance on data elements to include in the published 
open data, such as information about the credential provider, the credential and its associated 
competencies, delivery mode, geographic coverage, the industry sector(s) and occupation(s) for which 
the credential was developed, related assessments, related accreditations or other quality assurances 
where appropriate, costs, and available outcomes.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The U.S. Department of Labor issued Funding Opportunity Announcement FOA-ETA-20-13for the H-1B One Workforce Grant Program on September 24, 2020.  Requirements related to credential transparency and interoperability are on page 16.  



Workplans and budgets in the proposal should address how this 
requirement will be met.



CREDENTIAL INTEROPERABILITY
Transparency and Interoperability of Credentials and Competencies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Understand the purpose of credential interoperabilityTo meet the requirements for this grant programWe think the requirements will transform education, training and employment pathways and provide opportunity for the learners and workers we serve



Lifelong Learning and Employment

Image by mohamed Hassan from Pixabay

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’re going to begin our discussion of CREDENTIAL INTEROPERABILITY, with the story of Olivia.Olivia wants a secure job with opportunities for advancement. Looking at career sites online, she discovers that the field of registered nursing has strong employment prospects, excellent earnings potential, and pathways for promotion - near where she lives. She uses CareerOneStop to find an accredited nursing program at State University that best meets her needs and is endorsed by the Commission on the Collegiate Nursing Education (CCNE), which is required for eligibility for employment as a Registered Nurse. .During the program, Olivia not only works toward RN licensure eligibility, she also earns stackable professional, verified credentials along the way for part-time employment in the health sciences. Olivia is able to demonstrate mastery over the prescribed skills and procedures required for Certified Nursing Assistant (CNA) practice, she has also learned safety protocols, electronic records keeping, and communicating with people under stressful conditions that satisfy eligibility requirements for credentialing as a Certified Medical Administration Assistant (CMAA). Even before completing requirements for RN, Olivia now has access to entry-level employment in the clinical and administrative support aspects of her chosen profession.  This gives her some financial flexibility...



Lifelong Learning and Employment 

Image by mohamed Hassan from Pixabay

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As she gets closer to completing her program, Olivia begins her job search at area hospitals and health clinics.In her job interview she is proud to talk about her relevant skills, including the work she did to achieve her CNA and CMAA credentials and all the relevant badges that required skills such as communication, safety protocols, and electronic records systems. She is also able to share the verified evidence of these credentials and skills with her prospective employer.This sets her apart from other candidates, and she accepts a position at her local Hospital.Wouldn’t this be great.  Move seamlessly.  Know how to access these records.  Reviewers of these records could understand their value immediately.  Multiple, flexible options to complete her degree.Reality is very different.  Difficult to navigate education to career.  Olivia’s experience is frustrating and inefficient.  Probably no different for all the parties involved in these transactions: Applying for state college - transcripts from her high schoolCurating the various items that document her skills and credentialsPresenting them during the hiring process As she progresses through her career, earning additional skills either formally or informally, online or at the workplace, this process only becomes more difficult for Olivia as there is even more information about her abilities



Lifelong Data Silos

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As Olivia will experience, and all of us have experienced, the silos of data about our achievements and abilities creates an inefficiency in the learning and employment pathway.  Think of how many times you have called the registrar to send a transcript to prove you have the right academic credentialsSearch for old pay stubs to verify income To apply for State University, Olivia needed high school diplomas, to get … The inefficiency and slowness of verifying necessary skills, appropriate credentials, or valid licensure is not merely an inconvenience It can mean a barrier to advancement or pursuit of new career for working learners if it is difficult to verify the skills they have obtained at the workplace or it could mean delayed academic progress if prior learning is not credited.In some cases, it can systematically exclude first generation students or those in underserved communities who can’t figure out how to navigate the various requirements of this system It can delay critical services and support and academic progress when information even in one of the vertical stacks is not quickly transferred and validated - Olivia attending multiple high schools or attempting to transfer credits from community college or prior work into State College During this time of economic recovery, where so many individuals need education so they can respond to the changing skills demands, these barriers make the goal of economic stability seem even more unattainable.The interoperability of data within and across these silos can be one very important piece of the solution.



Credential Ecosystem
738,438 Unique Credentials Offered
➔ 370,020 by postsecondary institutions
➔ 7,132 by MOOC providers
➔ 315,067 by non-academic organizations
➔ 46,209 by secondary schools

Source:
Counting US Postsecondary and Secondary Credentials 
https://credentialengine.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Counting-US-
Postsecondary-and-Secondary-Credentials_190925_FINAL.pdf

Society of Human Resource Management’s 2016 Human Capital 
Benchmarking Survey https://www.shrm.org/about-shrm/press-
room/press-releases/Pages/Human-Capital-Benchmarking-
Report.aspx

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The credentialing ecosystem is robust and growing but there is opportunity to join two pieces of the education to employment pipeline - For an individual being able demonstrate that they have the expertise needed for the job they wantEmployers being able to discover and retain the talent they need.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Interoperability of Records is a way not just to better connect that information but to support an ecosystem that places learners at the center and of education and employment opportunities.    Interoperable records mapGive learners the ability to share their achievements, continually upskill, search or be matched with future opportunities, and to compete for jobs, regardless of their backgroundGive employers the ability to identify and recruit talent efficientlyGive education and training providers tools to validate the authenticity and quality of their offerings�



What makes a credential interoperable?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[TAKE TIME HERE] [TAKE QUESTIONS HERE] [UP to DOWN and DOWN to UP]Mailing letters - imperfect analogy, but descriptive of the components that make up an interoperable credential and demonstration of how these credentials can function in a digital environmentFor the purposes of this analogy - letters are pieces of paper with words on them that are organized in a way that communicates a message; these pieces of paper are placed into envelopes, addressed, and mailed; letters can be collected and stored in a file cabinet[Credential is the envelope + letter]OVERVIEW. The file cabinet (ILR) - sometimes known as wallet - allows individuals to curate credentials they have earned across their various learning and employment experiences and share them [repository]The envelope: verifies the integrity of credential data and issuer/learner identity - technology container and provides provenance information about the credentialThe outside of the envelope contains public information in the form of a destination and sender address formatted in a standard way, including the use of a standard zip code. In this metaphor, a zip code functions as a type of ontology representing an agreed upon geographic destination. On the inside of the envelope, there is a private letter with private information. When the letter is mailed, the post office imprints the stamp with information such as location and date. The postmark establishes when the envelope went through the mail service and that the envelope cannot be delivered again without a new stamp.The letter: contains content details of a specific credential issued to a learner and spells out the specific achievement Information in the letter could include the type of credential (e.g., university degrees, professional licenses, badges, certificates), skill level (potentially indicated by passing an exam or the time spent in the classroom or in training), and other detailed informationThe ontology: represents common language and schemas for occupations, jobs, competencies/skills, and credential types, etc.The letter layer can use standardized ontologies to improve understanding of, and comparison across, credentials issued by different parties to different individuals. A deciding factor in the interoperability of learning records will be whether the thousands of independently operating entities can agree on common language. That is the reason for ontologies and open standards frameworksMaking learner records interoperable requires at least three types of ontologies:Occupations and Job Descriptions Skills Credentials



Program Requirement
Any credentials developed through this program must be publicly accessible 
through the use of linked open data formats that support full transparency and 
interoperability, such as through the use of the credential transparency 
description language specifications. 



Concepts
❏ Publicly Accessible

❏ Linked Open Data Format

❏ Transparent

❏ Interoperable

❏ Credential Transparency Description Language (CTDL)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples are not endorsements



Publicly Accessible
Accessible: Open data are made available in convenient, modifiable, and open 
formats that can be retrieved, downloaded, indexed, and searched. Formats 
should be machine-readable (i.e., data are reasonably structured to allow 
automated processing). Open data structures do not discriminate against any 
person or group of persons and should be made available to the widest range of 
users for the widest range of purposes, often by providing the data in multiple 
formats for consumption. To the extent permitted by law, these formats should be 
non-proprietary, publicly available, and no restrictions should be placed upon their 
use.”

Reference: https://policy.cio.gov/open-data/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Available to the public to review 



Linked Open Data Format
Structured data is machine-readable and used by search engines to understand 
the content of web pages. 

Linked Data is a type of structured data that links between systems via the Web. 
When data is both structured and linked, it becomes a powerful tool that search 
engines and other systems can leverage. 

Linked Data is at the foundation of the Semantic Web, which is all about: (a) 
making meaningful links between data points understandable to humans and 
machines alike; and (b) providing the means for inferring new data from existing 
data.

Reference: https://policy.cio.gov/open-data/



Linked Open Data Format
Open Data is data that is both (1) Technically open: available in a machine-
readable standard format, which means it can be retrieved and meaningfully 
processed by a computer application; and (2) Legally open: explicitly licensed in a 
way that permits commercial and non-commercial use and re-use without 
restrictions.

License Examples:
● Open Data Commons Open Database License (ODbL) 
● Open Data Commons Attribution License 
● Open Data Commons Public Domain Dedication and License (PDDL) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LicensesOpen Data Commons Open Database License (ODbL) — “Attribution Share-Alike for data/databases”Open Data Commons Attribution License — “Attribution for data/databases”Open Data Commons Public Domain Dedication and License (PDDL) — “Public Domain for data/databases”



Linked Open Data Format
Data Format Examples:

● JSON-LD (https://www.w3.org/TR/json-ld11/) 

● Microdata (https://www.w3.org/TR/microdata/)

● RDFa (https://www.w3.org/TR/rdfa-primer/) 

Resource:
https://developers.google.com/search/docs/guides/intro-structured-data



Transparent
Clearly defined, enables comparison, and is based on shared open standards, 
common language/descriptions, and skills ontologies/frameworks. Provides 
contextual information for determining relevance and skills mastered.

Resource:
https://www.commerce.gov/sites/default/files/2019-
09/ILR_White_Paper_FINAL_EBOOK.pdf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
People get confused about the difference between credential descriptions and credentials issued to individuals, so you might need to repeat some clarification of that to preface answers to questions because of that confusion, people wonder how you can have linked open data on the web about credentials and not violate privacy (Remind people is that the linked open data is not PII, and an issued credential that contains PII simply references the open data for context and more information)



Interoperable
Uses open standards and common ontologies/frameworks to enable data to be 
machine readable, exchangeable, and actionable across technology systems and, 
when appropriate, on the Web. Supports combinations of data from multiple 
sources. Enables human interoperability and can be understood by people in 
different occupations and industries from diverse backgrounds.

Resource:
https://www.commerce.gov/sites/default/files/2019-
09/ILR_White_Paper_FINAL_EBOOK.pdf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which open standards should I use?What is an open standard?-publicly available specifications - technical requirements, definitions-usage rights are clear-specifications can be implemented on a royalty-free basis-specifications can be applied across different contexts because they are vendor neutralDevelopment of open standards usually through a community effort, internationally or cross-sector or cross-industry, standards setting body-number of existing efforts, such as the W3C Verifiable Credentials Community Group, Open Skills Stack Alliance-open to participation-not a grant program requirementExample - Open Badge 2.0 Specification - Pearson, D2L, Badger, Credly, Mozilla, etc. - BUILT INTO EVERY LMSThis specification describes a method for packaging information about accomplishments, embedding it into portable image files as digital badges, and establishing resources for its validation. It includes term definitions for representations of data in Open Badges.



Credential Transparency Description Language 
(CTDL)

The Credential Engine’s Credential Transparency Description Language (CTDL) is 
a set of terms and a logical grammar for using them, that is, a “schema” used to 
describe information regarding Credentials, Competency Frameworks, and Quality 
Assurance. 

The CTDL is structured using RDF principles, allowing diverse systems to 
communicate about Credentials even if those systems use different schemas 
internally.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CTDL provides a way of structuring credential data that is interoperable on the web and between systems, human readable and machine interpretableRDF - one of the linked open data formats - Resource Description Framework



CTDL Linked Open Data Example

Santa Rosa College
offers a Certificate in 
Dental Assisting that 
requires completion 
of their Applied 
Dental Science 
program and requires 
specific competencies 
and is accredited by 
the American Dental 
Association.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The real benefit of linked open data is that it can be understood by both humans and machines.For example here CTDL terms are used to describe a Dental Assisting certificate offered from an accredited institution and which requires students to demonstrate a particular competency. This data can all be interpreted in real time by web apps and search engines. By using more CTDL terms, more information about the certificate can be expressed, including connections to occupations and links to data from other sources, like job boards with listings for dental assistants.One of the nice things about these slides is that they give you a chance to talk about how different requirements are covered by the CTDL: industry sector, credential issuer, competencies, assessment, QA



CTDL Linked Open Data Example

Santa Rosa College 
offers a Certificate in 
Dental Assisting that 
requires completion 
of their Applied 
Dental Science 
program and requires 
specific competencies 
and is accredited by 
the American Dental 
Association.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The real benefit of linked open data is that it can be understood by both humans and machines.For example here CTDL terms are used to describe a Dental Assisting certificate offered from an accredited institution and which requires students to demonstrate a particular competency. This data can all be interpreted in real time by web apps and search engines. By using more CTDL terms, more information about the certificate can be expressed, including connections to occupations and links to data from other sources, like job boards with listings for dental assistants.One of the nice things about these slides is that they give you a chance to talk about how different requirements are covered by the CTDL: industry sector, credential issuer, competencies, assessment, QA



Example Data Elements 

❏ Industry Sector

❏ Occupation

❏ Entities Developing Credentials

❏ Competencies/Skills Included

❏ Assessment

❏ Quality Assurance of the Credential

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Such information must includethe industry sector for or by which the credential was developed, the entities involved in the development of the credential, the competencies or skills assessed in awarding the credential, the form of assessment used to verify an individual's eligibility to be awarded the credential, and the body engaged in overseeing the awarding of such credentials.



Example - CNAA from Credentialfinder.org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Olivia’s CNAA - what does it communicate about her abilitiesPublicly AccessibleLinked Open Data FormatTransparentInteroperableCredential Transparency Description Language (CTDL)Required Data ElementsIndustry SectorEntities Developing CredentialsCompetencies/Skills AssessedAssessmentBody Overseeing Award of Credential



Example - CNAA from Credentialfinder.org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Olivia’s CNAA - what does it communicate about her abilitiesPublicly AccessibleLinked Open Data FormatTransparentInteroperableCredential Transparency Description Language (CTDL)Credential RequirementsIndustry SectorEntities Developing CredentialsCompetencies/Skills AssessedAssessmentBody Overseeing Award of Credential



Example - CNAA from Credentialfinder.org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Olivia’s CNAA - what does it communicate about her abilitiesPublicly AccessibleLinked Open Data FormatTransparentInteroperableCredential Transparency Description Language (CTDL)Credential RequirementsIndustry SectorEntities Developing CredentialsCompetencies/Skills AssessedAssessmentBody Overseeing Award of Credential



Example - CNAA from Credentialfinder.org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Publicly AccessibleLinked Open Data FormatTransparentInteroperableCredential Transparency Description Language (CTDL)Credential RequirementsIndustry SectorEntities Developing CredentialsCompetencies/Skills AssessedAssessmentBody Overseeing Award of Credential



CTDL Resources  
Credential Engine is a non-profit organization that develops and maintains the 
Credential Transparency Description Language (CTDL) and scales and maintains 
a web-based Credential Registry that collects, connects, and maintains up-to-date 
credentialing data

Resources:
● https://credentialengine.org

● https://credentialengine.org/wp-
content/uploads/2018/11/Linked_Data_Fact_Sheet.pdf

● https://credreg.net/quickstart/ilwrguide

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Guide for how to include CTDL in credentials issued to individuals (badges, CLR, LER)This resource could help you clarify the point about the relationship between content and letter and how the standards work together: https://credreg.net/quickstart/ilwrguideNot required to work with Credential Engine - but there may be opportunities to join ongoing collaborations/partnerships with states 



Examples 
Formats that support full transparency and interoperability of badges, 
certifications, micro-credentials, licenses, and others:

❏ W3C Verifiable Credentials Data Model https://www.w3.org/TR/vc-data-model

❏ Open Badge 2.0 Specification 
https://www.imsglobal.org/sites/default/files/Badges/OBv2p0Final/index.html 

❏ Comprehensive Learner Record Specification 
https://www.imsglobal.org/activity/comprehensive-learner-record

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clarify ENVELOPE: Differentiate between CTDL for content and these standards for issued credentialsNow talking about open standards for issued credentialsDistinct from information describing/defining credentials



Examples 
Data on industry sector, credential issuers/verifiers, competencies/skills, 
assessment

❏ US Department of Labor, Standard Occupational Classification 
https://www.bls.gov/soc/home.htm

❏ US Department of Labor, O*NET https://www.onetonline.org/

❏ US Department of Labor, Competency Model Clearinghouse, 
https://www.careeronestop.org/CompetencyModel/



Examples
Data on industry sector, credential issuers/verifiers, competencies/skills, 
assessment (cont’d)

❏ EMSI Open Skills Library, https://skills.emsidata.com/

❏ HR Open Standards, https://hropenstandards.org/

❏ National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education (NICE), Cybersecurity 
Workforce Framework, https://www.nist.gov/itl/applied-
cybersecurity/nice/nice-cybersecurity-workforce-framework-resource-center 

❏ Competencies and Academic Exchange (CASE) Framework, 
https://casenetwork.imsglobal.org/cfdoc/



RESOURCES
Interoperability and the “Learning and Employment Record”



White Paper on Interoperable Learning Records
AWPAB Data Transparency Working Group

https://www.commerce.gov/sites/default/files/201
9-09/ILR_White_Paper_FINAL_EBOOK.pdf



Interoperable Learning Records Landscape 
Inventory
AWPAB Data Transparency Working Group

❏ https://www.commerce.gov/sites/default/files/
2019-
12/AWPAB_ILR_Inventory_Nov2019.pdf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Secure Issuing and Verification Protocols (page 3)2. Data Standards (page 9)3. Ontologies/Frameworks (page 21)4. Implementations, Pilots, and Implementation Support Networks (page 26)5. Products and Services (page 49)



T3 Innovation Network 
Learning and Employment Record (LER) Hub

https://lerhub.org/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using Data StandardsUsing Skills and Competencies



END
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